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Housekeeping rules

• This session is going to be recorded (training materials will be 
made available on ELTIS.org after the session)

• Please keep the microphone muted when not speaking

• Use the “Chat” box to write your questions, or raise your 
hand with the camera on (this is an interactive session!)
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First exercise:

• Please rename your profile as follows:

First Name Last Name, City, Organisation
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• Guidance documents
• Initiatives
• Training opportunities

European support to prepare, develop and implement 
a Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan
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A wealth of information on how to develop and implement 
a SUMP, including:
• Information about the elements of a SUMP

• Guidelines on the process of developing and 
implementing a SUMP

• Selected tools, guides, handbooks and reports to 
support urban mobility professionals in their work

• Case studies that analyse selected local examples of the 
development and implementation of mobility plans

• A database on the involvement of cities in EU activities 
related to sustainable urban mobility planning

www.eltis.org/mobility-plans
The Mobility Plans portal

http://www.eltis.org/mobility-plans
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SUMP Topic Guide 

Planning for more resilient and 
robust urban mobility

https://civitas.eu/sites/default/files/sump_topic-guide_planning_for_more_resilient_and_robust_urban_mobility.pdf
https://civitas.eu/sites/default/files/sump_topic-guide_planning_for_more_resilient_and_robust_urban_mobility.pdf
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How is this training structured?

SESSION I 
Introduction, context, setting 
the scene

• Concept and principles of urban 
mobility resilience

• Measure fields: the toolbox to plan for 
resilience

SESSION II 
Inspirational case studies and best 
practices

• Madrid examples on resilience measures: 
temporary bus lanes to improve service offer 
and Mobile network data and the use of 
longitudinal data sources (CIVITAS 
MOMENTUM)

• Identifying and managing critical network for 
resilient mobility management in 
Thessaloniki

• Superblocks for a resilient city development 
in Vitoria Gasteiz (CIVITAS ReVeAL)
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How is this training structured?

SESSION III 
Hands-on exercise and final wrap-up

• Introduction to the group work exercise: planning for resilience and mobility in times of 
crises

• Hands-on exercise in small groups (breakout rooms): measure planning for resilience in 
an ideal city context

• Plenary discussion on the group work, rapporteurs from each group

• Wrap-up and conclusions
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Let’s introduce each other

Where do you work (and what is your role)?
• City authority (technician)
• City authority (decision maker)
• Transport authority or operator
• Mobility expert / consultancy
• University / academia / researcher
• Industry
• Other

Are you familiar with the concept of Resilence (in urban mobility)?
• Yes
• No
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PART I: 
Introduction, context, setting the scene
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Concepts and Principles of resilient urban mobility 

ELTIS Webinar "Planning for more resilient and robust urban mobility”

Susanne Boehler-Baedeker & 
Morgane Juliat 
29.06.2021
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How cities have responded to the pandemic
An overview from a planning perspective

 Impact on urban mobility
 Strong impact on public transport
 Walking and cycling have increased in 

importance 
 Maintenance of mobility, especially for 

system-relevant jobs

 Challenges for the cities
 Development of adapted solutions
 Prompt decision-taking, reaction and 

implementation was needed

 Middle and long term strategies
 What are the long-term effects?
 What was the learning experience?
 How could we better prepare for crisis

through mobility planning?
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Covid-19 SUMP practitioners’ briefing 

 SUMP process has provided cities with a portfolio of fit-for 
purpose measures to be fast-tracked 

 SUMP as a leading process during crisis

Lessons learned (until June 2020) for immediate, 
mid-term and longer-term actions from European 

cities and regions

Going beyond planning for COVID-19 and towards planning for RESILIENT CITIES with a new SUMP Topic Guide 
published in February 2021:

Planning for more resilient and robust urban mobility 
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 Crisis = any event that may lead to an 
unstable and dangerous situation which 
affects the urban mobility systems

 An immediate crisis can cause further long-
term changes and increase the impact of 
other major trends, such as climate change.

 Managing such fundamental change 
processes is a key challenge for urban 
mobility practitioners to integrate into their 
plans.
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Concept of resilience

City resilience focuses on increasing the 
performance of urban systems in the face 
of multiple hazards and crises, rather than 
preventing or solely mitigating the loss of 

assets due to a specific event. 

Describes the capacity of a system to 
resist, adapt itself and transform itself to 

recover from a shock, absorb its 
consequences and maintain levels of 

functionality

Resilience offers a comprehensive socio-
technical perspective that emphasises the 

importance of anticipating and reducing 
one’s vulnerability in combination with the 
monitoring efforts, the ability to respond 

to and the capacity to learn from crises
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A “resilient” city

Reduces vulnerability and exposure to natural 
and man-made disasters 

Is prepared to identify, resist, absorb, adapt to, 
and recover from any shock or chronic stress 
while maintaining its essential functions.

Involves all stakeholders, especially citizens, in 
disaster risk reduction through co-creation 
processes

Increases its capacity to respond to shocks and 
other unforeseen chronic stresses through 
enhanced emergency preparedness
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A SUMP Topic Guide with a resilience focus

SUMP + Resilience
• Describes the capacity of a system to resist, 

adapt itself and transform itself to recover 
from a shock, absorb its consequences and 
maintain levels of functionality

• Resilience offers a comprehensive socio-
technical perspective that emphasises the 
importance of anticipating and reducing 
one’s vulnerability in combination with the 
monitoring efforts, the ability to respond to 
and the capacity to learn from crises

• Broad concept for all areas of urban 
development

The 7 principles of resilience

Reflectiveness Robustness

Redundancy Flexibility

Resourcefullness Inclusiveness

Integrated
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A SUMP Topic Guide with a resilience focus
Why is this guidance relevant for cities ?

To help sustain urban life 
during crises and to reduce 
the vulnerability of the 
transportation system 

Prepare cities and regions 
better for disruptive realities

To apply the seven principles 
of resilience to a city’s 
planning framework

To integrate resilience and 
strategic planning within an 
existing SUMP framework

To implement a (new) SUMP 
with a resilience focus

To integrate mobility 
planning in the existing 
resilience management  
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 Resilience leadership

 Integration within city systems

 Data collection and 
disaggregation

 Assess risks and vulnerabilities

 Forecast crises, emergencies 
and disturbances and scenario 
building

 Select short-term and long-term 
measure

 Assess and adjust short-term 
measure

Resilient specific activities in a SUMP
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You can find these documents online on 

https://www.eltis.org/mobility-plans/
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Thank you!

Susanne Boehler-Baedeker 
s.boehler@rupprecht-consult.eu
Morgane JULIAT
m.Juliat@rupprecht-consult.eu

mailto:s.boehler@rupprecht-consult.eu
mailto:m.Juliat@rupprecht-consult.eu


Planning for More Resilient and Robust Urban 
Mobility Training

Measure fields: the toolbox to plan for Resilience
Laura Babío Somoza, POLIS Network
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SUSTAINABILITY = RESILIENCE

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

Source: Tendall et al. 2015  
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Section 2 Topic Guide – Measure fields

Resilience Topic Guide expands the content of the COVID-
19 Practitioners Briefing and proposes measures following 
the CIVITAS thematic group structure:

• Car independent lifestyles: 
Walking and cycling

• Electromobility
• Collective Passenger Transport
• Demand Management 

Strategies: Parking and UVAR
• Road Safety

• Transport Telematics: New 
Mobility Services

• Urban Freight
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GENERAL STRUCTURE OF MEASURE FIELD 
CHAPTERS

• Introduction
Introducing the measure field
Relation between the measure field and the 7 Resilience Principles

• Dealing with COVID-19
How do cities deal with a crisis? COVID-19 as a case-study

• Short term measures

• Long term measures: Aiming For Resilience
How can cities prepare for future crisis and build resilience?

• Case-Studies
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<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

How does your measure field contribute 
to each principle?

1 – No Contribution
2 – To a low degree
3 – To a medium degree
4 – To a high degree
5 – To a very high 
degree
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CAR INDEPENDENT LIFESTYLES: WALKING AND 
CYCLING

Contributing Authors
Cycling: CIVITAS HANDSHAKE project partners (Reggie Tricker and 
Marko Horvat, ICLEI)
Walking: María José Rojo, POLIS Coordinator Active Travel and Health

Short term measures for a crisis: space reallocation, emergency 
planning, speed reduction, spatial interventions, communication 
and awareness raising, open streets…
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CYCLING AND WALKING’s RELATION TO 
RESILIENCE

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

Cycling and walking help reduce car-dependency –
they have proven to be robust themselves during 
catastrophes, PT strikes, war…

Cycling and walking are the truly inclusive modes of 
transport to all ages and backgrounds

Walking and cycling are flexible modes that can be 
used for different journey purposes and to reach 
various destinations 

Walking and cycling are necessary to increase the 
connectivity of the city and establish overlaps

Walking and cycling are the key modes to ensure a 
total integration of all the modes

INCLUSIVITY

FLEXIBILITY

ROBUSTNESS

REDUNDANCY

INTEGRATION

RESOURCEFULNESS
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MEASURES

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

o Start at the basis: communicate benefits and raise 
awareness

o Collect feedback
o Enforcement and education
o Build skills: train practitioners in short-term design 

solutions
o Prepare design and operational processes: elaborate 

further guidance (emergency focus)
o Foster partnership and collaboration with other 

agencies/organizations
o Improve proximity to services (towards the 15-minute city)
o Transitioning to permanence
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BEST PRACTICES

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

Bourdeaux

Rotterdam
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COLLECTIVE PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Contributing Authors
Yannick Bousse, UITP (CIVITAS SATELLITE)
Luciano Pana Tronca, UCL (HARMONY)
Sergio Fernández, EMT (MOMENTUM)
- Crisis showed the essentiality and vulnerability of Public 

Transport
- Short term measures: ensure information streamlined for staff, 

protective equipment for the staff, cleaning/disinfecting, 
providing dedicated services to essential workers, adapting 
services…
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COLLECTIVE PUBLIC TRANSPORT’s RELATION TO 
RESILIENCE

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

Public Transport can be designed to withstand the 
impacts of disruption during crises 

Public Transport can help greatly increase 
inclusiveness by increasing mobility/accessible 
opportunities

Public transport allows for the system to adapt to changing 
circumstances, increasing the flexibility of the system

PT and especially multimodality can improve the 
connectivity of the system (overlaps) making it redundant

Integration of the mobility system starts with the integration 
of the different modes of transport and other mobility 
services

INCLUSIVITY

FLEXIBILITY

ROBUSTNESS

REDUNDANCY

INTEGRATION

RESOURCEFULNESS
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MEASURES

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

o Ensuring funding
o Digitalization
o Foster cooperation, partnerships and dialogue to create a 

redefined public transport system that includes new mobility 
services

o Prioritizing public transport with dedicated infrastructure
o All transport modes need to be integrated into planning
o Place health and well-being at the center of the planning 

processes
o Give voice to vulnerable groups: specially in times on crises 

when vulnerability increases
o Twin long-term strategies with tactical measures
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URBAN FREIGHT

Contributing Authors
Georgia Aifandopoulou, M. Teresa De la Cruz Eiriz, Xenou Elpida (SPROUT)
Luciano Pana Tronca, Maria Karmigianni (HARMONY)

- Resilient city = Collaborative and Interdisciplinary Planning 
Approach of City Logistics 

- Short term: provision of information on safety procedures, 
expansion of medical and health supply chains using drones, 
provision of prebooked parking spaces for loading/unloading…
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URBAN FREIGHT’s RELATION TO RESILIENCE

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

FLEXIBILITY

INTEGRATION

ROBUSTNESS

RESOURCEFULNESS

Multi-stakeholder integrated planning for Sustainable 
Urban Freight will make the system robust

Urban Freight is inherently flexible and adaptable, 
contributing to the system’s flexibility

To improve the overall mobility and transport, urban 
freight logistics need to be incorporated into the mobility 
planning and other systems (e.g. utilities)

Urban Freight Services are very adaptative and 
can support the system in case of need
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MEASURES

o Define a communication plan with stakeholders to 
avoid breakdowns in communication

o Establish a protocol to access data (SULP). In times of 
crises, cities need to have quick access to all data to 
identify current state of the city

o Study different crises scenarios and policy response 
involving relevant stakeholders

o New technologies and services will be pivotal for UF, 
make sure to include emerging technologies in future 
planning
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BEST PRACTICE

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>
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DEMAND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

Contributing Authors
Parking: Glenn Godin, Mobiel21 (PARK4SUMP)
UVAR: Bonnie Fenton and Lisa Marie Bruner, Rupprecht Consult (ReVeAL)

- Urban Vehicle Access Regulation and Parking management 
measures

- Short term: suspension/adaptation of UVAR measures, 
reallocation of parking space to accommodate walking and 
cycling
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UVAR’s and PARKING’s RELATION TO RESILIENCE

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

FLEXIBILITY

INTEGRATION

ROBUSTNESS

RESOURCEFULNESS

UVARs can contribute to a more qual and inclusive 
transport, which focused on moving people and good 
rather than vehicles

The different UVAR measures (e.g closing streets, 
traffic filters) and parking management allow for great 
adaptability and flexibility

Including UVARs and Parking measures in the long-term 
planning is crucial for the having a fully integrated 
mobility system

UVAR’s and Parking’s flexibility make them very 
useful in case of need

INCLUSIVITY Many UVAR measures allow for a more equal and fair 
distribution of space in the city
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MEASURES

o Deployment of UVAR’s (spatial intervention, LEZ, ZEZ, 
congestion charges) contribute to tackling the climate change 
and working towards vision zero

o Investing in DMS is supporting adaption to crisis
o Explore future technologies such as geofencing
o ReVeAl’s methology: define building blocks and future proof 

them
o Parking management for all modes (including micromobility!)
o Establish a strategic parking revenue approach
o Embed long-term DMS in your SUMP, establish targets and 

monitor
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BEST PRACTICE

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

Brussels Rotterdam
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TRANSPORT TELEMATICS

Contributing Authors
Luciano Pana Tronca, Maria Karmigianni, Simone Bosetti, Stefano Borgatto

(HARMONY)
Ping-Jen Kao, Caroline Busquet, Yannick Bousse (GECKO)
Georgia Aifandopoulou, M. Teresa De la Cruz Eiriz, Xenou Elpida (SPROUT)
Javier Burreza, Jose Maria Salanova, Evripidis Magkos, Sergio Fernández

(MOMENTUM)

Short term measures: data-driven responses to tackle crises, 
monitoring evolution to adapt, usage of new technology in times 
of crisis
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TRANSPORT TELEMATICS’ RELATION TO 
RESILIENCE

FLEXIBILITY

ROBUSTNESS

INTEGRATION

RESOURCEFULNESS

ITS and MaaS platforms directly enable transport 
systems flexibility and robustness. Deployment of 
technology can be very helpful in times of crises (wary 
of dependency)

ITS and data are key enablers of transport integration 
and crucial in the development of MaaS. Crucial to have 
a common vision.

Transport telematics can also greatly enhance 
the resourcefulness of the system

REFLECTIVITY
Transport telematics is an enabler for greater 
reflectivity - tools to facilitate monitoring and later 
analysis
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MEASURES

o Multidisciplinary staff training within public institutions 
and organizations (with transport management 
responsibilities)

o Exploit new data sources and modelling tools –
Practice scenario-based planning (disruptions, new 
technology)

o It’s not only about data-driven governments but also 
insight-driven planning

o Define a data strategy
o Foster public-private collaboration to develop sufficient 

regulatory framework for new mobility services and 
platforms 
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BEST PRACTICE

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

Turin
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ELECTROMOBILITY

Contributing Authors
Beate Lange, City of Bremen(Green Charge), Evangelos Karfopoulos, 
ICCS (eCharge4Drivers, ELVITEN)

- Short term measures less relevant – compared to other measure 
fields in the document

- Long term electromobility is key to enhance resilience of cities
- Long term measures: charging infrastructure, balancing/increasing 

grid capacity, Sustainable Energy Action Plans
- Public authorities should focus their efforts on drawing roadmaps and 

strategies to facilitate the shift towards electromobility
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ROAD SAFETY

Contributing Author
Dirk Engels, TML (CIVITAS SATELLITE)

- Horizontal issue, Safe system = Resilient system
- Long-term measures: Towards a Vision Zero ambition, with 

cycling and walking and public transport as the backbone and 
car use as a supporting role

- Evaluation of measures/plans, creating awareness and 
fostering acceptance
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SUSTAINABILITY = RESILIENCE

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

Source: Tendall et al. 2015  
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Thank you!

Laura Babío

Contact Details: lbabio@polisnetwork.eu

POLIS Network, Rupprecht Consult

http://www.civitas.eu 

mailto:lbabio@polisnetwork.eu
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PART II: 
Inspirational case studies and best practices



Empresa Municipal de Transportes de Madrid

EMT MADRID TEMPORARY BUS LANES
Planning for more resilient and robust urban mobility

June 29th, 2021



Created in 1947
From 1972, bus service
Company 100% participated for Madrid City Council
Service 24/7 all year round
Operates and manages the whole network of public 
urban buses in Madrid city
Since 2014, adding other public mobility 
services in the city of Madrid:

Since 2014, managing parking facilities and tow 
truck.
Since September 2016, the public bike sharing system 
BiciMAD
Since January 2018, the cable car system



B U S 
S E R V I C E

M A I N 
F I G U R E S 

2019

5 Operational Centers 
distributed around Madrid 
City

211 bus lines, a network of  3,818 km
10.574 bus stops

2,082 buses (86% green fleet)
5 depots

439 million transported passengers
1,600,000 passengers per labor day

Yearly production of 93 million km
310,000 km per labor day

Budget of  €795 millions
9,751 employees

1
2
3
4
5 LaElipa

40.000 m2 334 buses
CNG/Diesel

Sanchinarro
59.000 m2 408 buses  CNG

Entrevías
52.000 m2 413 buses  CNG/Diesel

Carabanchel
65.000 m2 445 buses
Electrico/CNG/Diesel

Fuencarral
133.000 m2
457 buses
Electric/CNG/Dieselel



Drop in demand

i.e. until June 2020



Planning new bus lanes

(increase of 32,000 additional places) 

1. The new bus lanes are divided into 
three lines of action; 

2. Within the M-30 (first ring road): 8.5 
km

3. Neighbourhoods outside the M-30: 
17.8 km 

4. New urban developments: 19 km



45 new km of bus lanes

Increase of more than 30% of the existing network, reaching in total 193 km of 
reserved bus lanes in the city



Became permanent in Nov 2020



Empresa Municipal de Transportes de Madrid

Thank you!
Sergio Fernández Balaguer

Sergio.Fernandez@emtmadrid.es

mailto:Sergio.Fernandez@emtmadrid.es


This project has received funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement 
No 815069

Madrid examples on resilience measures
Sergio Fernández Balaguer (EMT Madrid)

Javier Burrieza Galán (Nommon)



Monitoring mobility 
patterns to increase 

resilience



Monitoring mobility patterns to increase resilience

Mobile devices Sensors

Mobile devices + Geolocation + IoT

New Big Data sources for characterising how people, vehicles and goods move



Monitoring mobility patterns to increase resilience

Mobile devices + Geolocation + IoT

New Big Data sources for characterising how people, vehicles and goods move

An opportunity for complementing traditional mobility data collection methodologies



Monitoring mobility patterns to increase resilience

• Faster changes require to move from cross-sectional analysis to 
longitudinal approaches
 Urban sprawl and relocation of activities

 Emergence of shared mobility services

 Vehicle automation

• Accelerated travel demand change by the pandemic
 Dynamic mobility restrictions as the pandemic evolves

 Decline in mass transit use due to health risk perception

 Reduction of mandatory mobility flows as teleworking increases

 Sudden demand changes in touristic areas as travel restrictions are modified

 Tactical urbanism and promotion of active mobility

Uncertainty requires resilient strategies!



Monitoring mobility patterns to increase resilience

• How bike sharing demand reacted in Madrid?

 Overall mobility demand 
can be measured through 
anonymised mobile 
network data with an 
unprecedented level of 
detail (spatial, temporal) 
and sample size (up to 25%)

 The digital nature of shared 
mobility services enables a 
fine-grained monitorisation 
of their usage patterns



Monitoring mobility patterns to increase resilience

• From monitorisation to anticipation

 The availability of longitudinal datasets about travel demand patterns opens the door to the use of 
artificial intelligence techniques

 The combination of mobile network data (potential demand), service operation data (actual demand) 
and contextual datasets fuels models for anticipating service needs

Training and testing a model with data from October 2019 and 3 weeks
from February 2020 

Can we predict additional days
in February 2020?

R2 (train) = 0.94 R2 (test) = 0.88 R2 (validation) = 0.73



Monitoring mobility patterns to increase resilience

• Conclusions
 Longitudinal data sources are already being collected!

 Tailored analytics and data fusion strategies are key for travel demand monitorisation

 Monitoring can already improve our adaptation to change, but predictive analytics will make the 
difference

• Key topics to move forward
 Promotion of data sharing agreements and data standards

 From travel demand flows to traveller mobility patterns: monitoring and predicting impacts in different 
population groups



This project has received funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement 
No 815069

Thank you for your attention!

14/11/2019 9



Georgia Ayfantopoulou
Deputy Director – Research Director
Centre for Research and Technology Hellas
Hellenic Institute of Transport

gea@certh.gr

Identifying and managing critical 
network for resilient mobility 
management in Thessaloniki

Josep Maria Salanova Grau
Head of data analysis and modelling laboratory
Centre for Research and Technology Hellas
Hellenic Institute of Transport

jose@certh.gr
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The main goals pillars of the city’s Resilience Strategy towards 2030 are: 
 Shape a thriving and sustainable city with mobility and city 

systems that serve its people
 Co-create an inclusive city that invests in its human talent
 Build a dynamic urban economy through effective and 

networked governance
 Re-discover the city's relationship with the sea-Integrated 

Thermaikos Bay

Resilient Thessaloniki 

Thessaloniki is member of the Resilient Cities Network 
(https://resilientcitiesnetwork.org/network/), which consists 
of 100 cities that are committed to building and investing in 
urban resilience.

City resilience framework

https://resilientcitiesnetwork.org/network/
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Multilevel focus of the resilient approach
 Strategic level: resilience in SUMP planning
 Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility 

systems
 Operational level: resilience through mobility system 

management techniques

Resilient Thessaloniki 

Thessaloniki is member of the Resilient Cities Network 
(https://resilientcitiesnetwork.org/network/), which consists 
of 100 cities that are committed to building and investing in 
urban resilience.

City resilience framework

https://resilientcitiesnetwork.org/network/


Thessaloniki’s Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan VISION

Entrepreneurship and cultural
heritage of Thessaloniki city are
supported and promoted in a
vibrant, resilient and functional
urban environment for both
residents and visitors, in which
everyone can easily and
comfortably travel by combined
alternative transport modes
enjoying the open sea front and
other green public spaces

SUMP website: www.svakthess.imet.gr



Improving sustainability through a strategy implemented 
in Buffer Zones 



Example of emblematic project serving resilient 
planning and SUMP goals

Α. New Economy

Β. Historical Egnatia

Γ. Smart city experience

Three different characters emerge 

6
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Objectives and actions for resilient mobility and city logistics

 Build an integrated resilient mobility system (PuT as the backbone 
of the transport system; metropolitan SUMP, local SUMPS) 

 Adopt Transit Oriented Development (TOD) 

 Develop smart urban logistics 

 Move to clean power for transport (electric vehicles, bicycles)

 Reduce air pollution and urban noise (Low Emissions Zones)

 Reframe waste management (circular economy)

 Strengthen environmental public awareness for a stronger 
environmental policy 

Strategic level: resilience in SUMP planning
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Benefits of planning and operating a resilient mobility system

 Maximization of the capacity and redundancy of the 
mobility system.

 Improvement of passenger safety by reducing the 
numbers of accidents and congestion events.

 Increase of accessibility to public transport. 
 Reduction of air and noise pollution. 
 Improvement of the efficiency and cost effectiveness of 

transporting people and goods around the city. 
 Enhancement off the design, attractiveness and quality of 

the urban environment. 
 Development of a non-motorized vehicle and 

intermodal transport networks.

Strategic level: resilience in SUMP planning
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Monitoring the city is a core element to support decision making 
for the planning and operation of a resilient mobility system.

Thessaloniki Mobility Dashboard 

(https://www.thessmd.imet.gr/)

Thessaloniki Smart Mobility Living Lab 

Thessaloniki Smart Mobility Living Lab aggregates data
from the mobility eco system with different types of
detectors.

The processing of these data:
 contributes to the efficient monitoring of

Thessaloniki’s transport conditions
 reveals valuable insights for mobility

patterns traffic conditions predictions

Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility systems

https://www.thessmd.imet.gr/
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Monitoring the network of Thessaloniki in extreme weather events

 Heavy snowfall in January 2017. Data

related to mobility such as flow speeds and

traffic congestion were collected and

analyzed (https://youtu.be/2z12tUkuwaM).

 Heavy rain in May 2018. During that day about
72mm of rain were recorded which implies an
increase of about 180% in the average monthly
precipitation of May during the last 60 years.
(https://youtu.be/uX0o1kax8sU).

Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility systems

Events can be recreated from multiple points of view

https://youtu.be/2z12tUkuwaM
https://youtu.be/uX0o1kax8sU
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Bike sharing users

Shared bike trips ends

Citizens in leisure activities

E-scooter trip ends

Less crowded route

Pedestrian routing 

Keeping social distance while walking 
in Thessaloniki

Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility systems

Dedicated bike dashboard for fleet 
managers

Faster reactions to challenges
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TrafficThess Reports
(http://www.trafficthessreports.imet.gr)
A personalized single point of access

A web-based data 
analytics dashboard was 
developed for efficient 
monitoring of the ride 

sharing system’s 
operation and related 

metrics.

Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility systems

Early alerts / alternative and flexible transport modes

http://www.trafficpathsreports.imet.gr/
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COVID quarantine allowed for more detailed analysis of a real application

Before COVID era First lock-down Second lock-down

Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility systems

Everything ready when the system crashes
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Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility systems

Everything ready when the system crashes

Traffic congestion

Travel times in main roads 

Number of taxi fleet & number of trips 

Number of rented bicycles 
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CERTH/HIT experience on resilient mobility   

 Stamos, I. ,Salanova Grau, J.M. Maria, Mitsakis, E., Aifadopoulou, G. & Chiu, Y.C. (2013). On Criticality 
Assessment Based Evacuation Modeling: Empirical Findings. Journal of Traffic and Logistics 
Engineering. 1. 10.12720/jtle.1.2.153-158.

 Technical Description for Tender EMSN-023: Risk of rain, flood and heat extremes for the World Youth 
Day, Krakow 2016

 Stamos I., Mitsakis E., Salanova Grau J. M., Morfoulaki M., Kotoula K. (2016). “Selection and 
assessment of pedestrian areas in urban environments: A model- and expert-opinion-based approach”, 
Transportation Research Board 95th Annual Meeting, Washington D.C., USA, 10-14 January, 2016.

 Criticality assessment as an intermediate step in evacuation modeling
 Methodological Approach for Risk and Recovery Requirements 
 Methodological approach for pedestrianisation

Publications:

Methodologies developed:

Case studies:

 Sioux Falls network
 Thessaloniki 
 World Youth Day participants in Krakow

Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility systems
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The capacity of the critical network as main factor for the system’s resilience

Identifying and managing the network’s criticality is an important element for
resilient mobility management in cases of a disruption in the transport system that
results in undesirable impacts for the road users.

Source: Stamos, I. ,Salanova Grau, J.M. Maria, Mitsakis, E., Aifadopoulou, G. & Chiu, Y.C. (2013). On Criticality Assessment Based Evacuation Modeling: 
Empirical Findings. Journal of Traffic and Logistics Engineering. 1. 10.12720/jtle.1.2.153-158. 

Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility systems

Node Centrality Betweenness Centrality 
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The capacity of the critical network as main factor for the system’s resilience

Identifying and managing the network’s criticality is an important element for
resilient mobility management in cases of a disruption in the transport system that
results in undesirable impacts for the road users.

Tactical level: resilience through monitoring of mobility systems
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Tool for Traffic Managers

Components

• Scenario Manager (Management component)

o Threshold and target values related to each control strategy
(KPI based)

o Selection, activation and deactivation of a control strategy and 
of the associated C-ITS services

• Dashboard (Visualization component)

o Traffic status and strategies performance monitoring

o KPIs, digital maps, diagrams, historical data

• C-ITS messages

o DENM, IVI, SPAT, MAP

• KPIs

o Average Speed, Level of Service, Traffic Volume, Volume / Capacity 
Ratio, CO2 Emissions, Noise, Travel Time, Travel Time Rate of 
change

High-level system layout

Operational level: resilience through mobility system 
management techniques
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Tool for Traffic Managers
Scenario Manager

Operational level: resilience through mobility system 
management techniques
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Tool for Traffic Managers

Dashboard

Operational level: resilience through mobility system 
management techniques
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The Perspective of C-ITS services as a policy tool for a resilient mobility 
network in Thessaloniki

 Road Works Warning (RWW)
Driving velocity reduction, change lanes, steering manoeuvres

 Road Hazard Warning (RHW)
Adjustments and manoeuvres

 In-vehicle Signage (IVS)
Driving velocity adaptation, change lanes, steering manoeuvres

 Flexible Infrastructure (FI)
Vehicle drivers able to avoid collisions

 Green Light Optimized Speed Advisory (GLOSA) 
Vehicle drivers able to change driving behavior

 Mode and Trip Time Advice (MTTA)
Drivers have extra time to react appropriately → Accidents decrease

 Probe Vehicle Data (PVD)
Vehicle drivers able to avoid dangerous situations, change driving 
behavior

C-ITS services applicable to the road network of Thessaloniki

Operational level: resilience through mobility system 
management techniques



Georgia Ayfantopoulou
Deputy Director – Research Director
Centre for Research and Technology Hellas
Hellenic Institute of Transport

gea@certh.gr

Identifying and managing critical 
network for resilient mobility 
management in Thessaloniki

Josep Maria Salanova Grau
Head of data analysis and modelling laboratory
Centre for Research and Technology Hellas
Hellenic Institute of Transport

jose@certh.gr

Visit us!

• HIT: imet.gr
• Lab: smartmlab.imet.gr/
• Dashboard: thessmd.imet.gr/
• Open data portal: opendata.imet.gr/
• COVID19 mobility report: bit.ly/Thess_Mob_Report



Superblocks for a resilient city 
development.
Towards a human scale Vitoria-Gasteiz

Juan Carlos Escudero. 
Environmental Studies Centre
Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council



A compact, pedestrian scale city until recent 
growth and latest urban developments.

 Administrative 
Capital of the 
Basque Country

 255,042 inhabitants 

 276.81 km.

 46 homes/ha.

 101.51 
inhabitant/ha. 
(residential areas)

 A city where 
everything is at 
hand, accessible on 
foot and by bicycle.Stratospheric Sensor "Haziak-Biziak" Program. June 29, 2013.
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… towards a people and nature oriented city













“Good cities know that streets
are for people, not just cars. 
Great cities know that streets are 
places to linger & live, not just
move through.”

Brent Toderian

Thank you!
@eskubi
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PART III: 
Hands-on exercise and final wrap-up
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29 June 2021

Group Exercise

Measure planning for resilience in a city context
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Municipality of Resilietas – The resilient city to be

Indastria

Boureau district

Citadel

Sunset Hill

Fragile
Upper East side

Station

Hospital

West 
River
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Resilietas – City features 
• Provincial capital

• 200.000 inhabitants (800.000 in the 
province)

• Former industrial hub and declining
local economy

• High car ownership and use

• 15-line bus network, with general low 
frequency  

• Poor regional links by rail

• Significant flooding events and summer
heatwaves in the past
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Instructions

3

1 Focus on the whole city to 
think about resiliency

2 Analyse the features and 
issues that hinder resilience in 
each city area

Discuss and propose a set of 
resilient policy measures to be 
implemented

4 Present your resiliency strategy 
and ideas (plenary session) 

You have 30 minutes in total for 1, 2, 3!
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Citadel
The historic city centre

• Medieval structure with narrow streets and old
buildings that would need to be restored

• Dense inner core with elderly mostly living alone 
and far from essential services

• Few shops & retail

• Presence of monuments, however tourism
potential not yet exploited

CITADEL
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Indastria
Former industrial area

• Declining area due to crisis in the local
manufacturing sector

• Deprived neighbourhood with poor access 
to public transport (few lines, very low 
frequency, low accessibility)

• Many unoccupied areas that could be 
converted and regenerated into residences, 
offices, etc. 

INDASTRIA
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Fragile upper east side
Low-income and diverse neighbourhood

• Very ethnically diverse neighbourhood with 
high rate of immigrants

• Several social housing buildings

• Streets are occupied by cars on both sides 
and active transportation isnt’t encouraged
(no bike lanes, sidewalks with accessibility
issues for impaired people, etc.)

• Presence of primary and secondary schools
in a neighbourhood with many children.

PATTINODROMO

FRAGILE
UPPER EAST

SIDE
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Boureau district
The city’s business centre

• Several offices and shopping centres 

• Attractive pole for workers from the 
surrounding region, mainly coming by 
private modes. 

• Significant congestion issues on the 
streets both during AM and PM peak
hours. 

• Last-mile connections with nearby
train station are lacking

BUREAU 
DISTRICT
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Sunset Hill
Nice residential area

• Residential area mainly constituted of 
middle-high income families mainly
living in single detached houses

• Several parks and green spaces

• High levels of car ownership

• Multiple severe flooding events occured
in the past 20 years. 

GLERA

SUNSET 
HILL
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Add your ideas to the Miro Whiteboard

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_l9KTH44=/

For each area, which policy measures would you propose 
to make the whole city more resilient?
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Add your ideas to the Miro Whiteboard

Use 
sticky
notes!
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Simone Bosetti
bosetti@trt.it

Thank you!

Vanessa Holve
holve@trt.it

Stefano Borgato
borgato@trt.it

Cosimo Chiffi
chiffi@trt.it
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